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Your comments to me on the aide situation have caused me to pull together many of the thoughts that have been going around in my head for sometime that I've wanted to discuss with you but have never been able to bring up. Much of what follows will probably sound anecdotal or self-centered but at least get to get it down on paper to see if it does make sense. If not I'll tear it up.

The way we've worked together for the last four years has given me the opportunity to be exposed to more things than most people are in their whole career. What I've been able to learn from that exposure only time will tell. Some things I feel I've learned fairly well - other things I feel I've learned fairly well - other things are new and at least not to my satisfaction. But what can I have learned of self can only grow if the relationship you and I have is able to change. And it was to analyze our relationship working together over the last 4 years. I would say that it divides into two periods - the ‘68 camp which was a total disaster for you and probably the last concentrated learning experience I'll ever have.
- Our move here to the White House when I feel I was able to do a few things on my own ability, pay my respects.
- Aside from that, I think it would be a good idea to do some work with you and to become an aide and develop a really close friendship with you despite the age and claims.

- Administrative Assistant. Period one - When I feel old did good job in your administrative that as well as a good job of being your friend.
- Administrative Assistant. Period two - When I feel old decent job of being your M.A. and a terrible job of being your friend or developing our relationship.

The last period is the one that has really bothered me. The other all think have only been able to do me good that this one is not so can not continue.

For about the last year I think that the adminulator, that part of you job has shrunk tremendously while the people next to you have grown up. This cannot use to move with the alterations of my work, quiet and I feel caused our relationship to go down hill. For see the type tendency
we are now too well organized so that we have grown flabby but either way, while the work load has gone down the quality of the product has not gone up. On things and generally at least, most of the areas in which it has not gone down have corresponded to caused a decrease in the quality of our friendship. The more we need to get an aide or help, and the more so, then we will as a whole I'll get another administration. Important. This sounds like a repeat of where things stood a year or so ago and probably in at the root of the whole problem. Anyway, I think myself for the past year on being essentially dormant, not growing, not doing, good work for you and being the observer of a declining friendship between you and me. At the same time keep kind of time over doing aide type function - not because I don't do them but because they seem rather petty in light of the lack of other jobs to do with them. Other plans to be coming an administrative assistant and further plan being an administrative assistant or anything else. Hahahahahahahahaha for you and Jardar unnecessary. Take today Ashely
Chapin, or methods and things in that meeting that had been uttered by me would have received public notice if by you and an explanation of what I heard, you can't know how to handle myself in it. Take the slave's time of which there are a number of other things that I do. I can remember you talking and that this was one of the reasons why

H.R. Haldeman, decided to go to New York and get away from the Haldeman, Air Conditioning

Bureaux.

Well anyway for me it kind of all fell in place today when you talked about the Administration's attitude that you needed in the next four years and needed back to the first minutes of 2's in the city of New York. You say that you need to find somebody to run the last day of his
career the next 40 years as being the answer of your success. I don't argue with that and

make that why do I write this letter? After that in my present position I'm no longer a contributor to your success. Perhaps I'm like

the Chavez Chang. I put out fire, prevent hard problems, but don't paint it more in detail. If I think the reason for that is that I am
falling further down the ladder with each
grew up of an early/formation. I'm primarily good at playing tennis but more likely via a mechanical exercise rather than a chance to have a good time. Well anyway it isn't working. It left not like it could or should. Why?

Well aside from what else I'm mentioning above I think your job has changed. I'm not sure really need a deputy, I'm not sure we're talking about. The thing is that you are now dealing in do require a good and anal fighting assistant. You do need to be called every point dealt out, come in, go out, tennis games anyway, etc. and so on. The other work has become so high level that you must deal with it directly. It's not easy to give it over or again. The work is pretty.rigorous and hard for me to face for anything. What you are thinking now of having the real desire to get out and attend or myself at least an equivalent of being your De but partner is some interesting category over the next several years. I feel however now through that other
head of packed. The point is I can't be your delegate, because I can't be your Administrative Assistant, because I can't be your aide. That means I am basically on limbo. Face it Bob— no one can really be your aide unless you pick him because then you have the stake in his success. Anyone else who selects a basically will have to prove to you he's right for the job. 

In my view it's totally out of line that they are going on the idea and our familiarity, effectiveness and purpose. The amount are not obtainable. I don't have the desire like Erin to do only my own thing— or can take it or leave it. On the other hand, the result will probably be the same, because what I am really saying is Bob we need to shift around the to get this thing just together right. Better it in time. I want to help. I need my contribution in a lot of windows. Anyway whatever the case of it in burned out substantially and intellectually in my current help. Every single week I want 

Women's Writings has been examined. I'm out of your way as you are done. If I've been told how should I do this has left my wife place them with clothes to wear to the point that it no longer checks.
I've worked too much, seen my family too little, and find that I have a young lady at home whose father I don't even know.

The solution: bring in another bright, young man and let him go out for a robust drink. Prevent construction of a term job. My candidate board now puts great focus on random observation but faulty close scrutiny in Tony O'Donnell. He was the in-coming, hot-shot, nervous, etc., to make the whole job look at a glance a genuine better at least above-average intelligence. Anyway, whatever they do to the four years of blood, sweat, and tears that you've poured into me, we'll tell you the truth: I'm not really sure. I know that short-term jobs got something of an chance to be organizing the reorganization of a question. But long-term or another question.

Your basic job and the way the picture worked this all things in the direction of getting everybody away from you and your office. A few new staff and division reorganizations. Why do you need to go probably these that you will continue to send to the acturer in the schedule above. Here you will always be turning to Chris. Beyond are the humble P.R. projects.
again, Chapin; without you I will lose it. The staff secretary can run itself essentially
regulary now that you're away. Consequently, the
President will look at you as a free float, and
what has happened is you failed perhaps
some help from me, have bilked you of:
with comparatively little continuing attention.
To draw more into use by having another
high level official that has to have some-
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